Workplace EV Charging

Mobi® EV Charger for the Workplace
The Flexible Solution to Meet Employee Electric Vehicle (EV) Charging Needs
As sales of electric vehicles continue to grow, EV charging stations in the workplace have become a
valuable incentive — or even expectation — for employees. However, limited access to EV charging
can quickly turn this workplace benefit into a burden as employees waste valuable time competing over
shared spots. Organizations require a charging solution that easily integrates into their facilities while
delivering the optimal charging experience to recruit and retain employees. When scaling EV charging
access at your site, consider the unique requirements of the facility and the needs of employees.

Charging Deployment Considerations
Facility Manager:
• If you’re leasing a facility, is approval from the property manager necessary for construction?
• Can you wait weeks to months for fixed charger permitting and construction?
• How do you ensure you’re complying with ADA parking requirements and other local regulations?
Employee Needs:
• Will charging my EV be easy and convenient at my office?
• Will I need to repark my car to access a charger and interrupt the work day?

The Solution
The Mobi EV Charger is a battery-powered solution that can be quickly deployed without any infrastructure
upgrades. It moves to meet driver demand and can charge up to nine cars per working day. Employees
simply follow the steps below for fast, flexible EV charging.

STEP 1

STEP 2

STEP 3

Park anywhere. Drop a pin at the
EV location on the FreeWire app

A designated attendant drives
a Mobi to the EV and delivers a
charge

A text is sent when charging
is complete. No further action
needed by employee
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The Benefits for Facility Managers
Quick Deployment: begin charging on day one rather than
in several weeks. Mobi allows for immediate deployment
without any costly electrical upgrades

A mobile product with
driver-centric software

Location Flexibility: deploy and scale a mobile solution to
any lot — large or small, leased or owned
Lower Total Cost of Ownership: start saving immediately
on current and future energy costs with off-peak charging
and no demand charges over your Mobi’s long lifespan

The Benefits for Your Employees
Happy, Productive Employees: boost productivity by
eliminating charging conflicts. With Mobi, each employee
can reclaim up to five full working days per year in time
saved

Mobi EV Charger with
drive system

Park Anywhere: get easy access to chargers when any
parking spot can be a charging location
Employee Incentive: feel supported by your company

“Ever since my company purchased Mobi EV Chargers, I no longer have
to think about checking multiple times a day to find an available charger
or moving my car once it’s charged.”
— Susan, EV Driver, Sunnyvale, CA

Integrated software for easy
device management and
accompanying app for drivers

Future-Proof Solutions
FreeWire Technologies helps leading organizations’ growing need for rapid, cost-effective EV charging
by providing a mobile solution that integrates with existing electrical infrastructure to charge EVs
whenever and wherever needed. Setup is simple and can be done without permitting or construction,
allowing for immediate deployment and scalability. Mobi EV Chargers are supported by a robust software
platform for intelligent power and asset management. Both facility managers and employees benefit
from an easy, driver-centric charging service at their workplace.
See how FreeWire can provide fast, flexible charging to your workplace.

Schedule a demo today: demo@freewiretech.com
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